internal underclasses for the work of building the emerging theatrical mythologies of the early republic. Dunlap's revision alters André 's tragic plot, foregrounding the unruly potential of characters that seem by traditional standards unfit for tragedy. Their unruliness requires regulation, and Dunlap's comedy simultaneously displays and controls the rowdy low through the ordering structures of parades, processions, and onstage musters. In comic echoes of the Atlantic processions that brought condemned offenders to the Atlantic world's gallows, the play even imagines the punishment of rogues and traitors. Of course, the performance is a comedy, like Rowson's earlier play, and its explicit goal is not so much control of the underclasses as it is producing entertainment through repeated scenes of comic transgression and regulation. Nevertheless, Dunlap's revision reveals low comedy's cultural labors in service of the national imaginary.
Dunlap's two versions of André's plot, premiering in 1798 and 1803, bracket the rise of the Jeffersonian Democratic-Republicans neatly. Both André and its revision experiment with ways of staging the relationship of class to national mythologies. The plays also bracket a transitional period in New York City theatre. The John Street Theatre, home of the city's post-revolutionary theatre and host of Hallam's Old American Company, had become "outdated and old-fashioned" by 1794.
3 The 1798 opening of the Park Theatre, managed by Dunlap, represents a dual attempt to define new theatrical spaces and populate them with emergent publics-both on the boards and in the seats. The Park presented André on March 30, 1798, early in its first season with Dunlap at the helm. 4 The tragedy produced controversy, and Dunlap immediately rewrote one scene after Bland apparently disrespects the Continental military insignia, which also resembled the Federalist's black cockade. More damagingly, Thomas Abthorpe Cooper's halfhearted performance as the supporting character Bland exacerbated the play's poor reception. 5 Dunlap's initial adjustments failed, and the play departed the stage after only three performances.
Ironically, that commercial failure redeems the play for theatre historians and dramatic critics, providing implicit proof of its dramatic complexity. Compared to its plebeian rewrite, André seems "the more serious, more ambitious, more dangerous play." 6 The tragedy does indeed demonstrate conventional forms of literary complexity; it certainly seems more conflicted about depicting national loyalties in a rebelling nation. As Jeffrey Richards has shown, Dunlap's subtle citations of Otway's Venice Preserved allow his play to explore its relationships to English tradition, national identity, and Restoration conventions of sentimental expression. Likewise, Lucy Rinehart argues that the play also presents one of Dunlap's "manly exercises," renegotiating early American patriarchal authority. 7 The upshot of all this literary complexity, however, was theatrical failure; American audiences seemed resistant to certain political ideologies or certain kinds of drama, especially when acting quality fell below expectations.
By 1803, however, Dunlap had charted another course. The Glory of Columbia offered audiences a play that not only appealed to their patriotic sentiments, but also incorporated informal paratheatricals from other contexts. Dunlap cut many of André 's dramatic subtleties and added new scenes, characters, and subplots wholesale. The revision elides the tragedy's internal conflicts, replacing decorous sentiments with a brawling, noisy patriotic display. Patriotic songs replace thoughtful
